
THE 6TH GREEN-GO
SHORT FILM CONTEST

#1.

#2.

#3.

Are you worried not to provide healthy food to your children anymore?

Are you working on the development of circular economy as a designer or an entrepreneur?

Do you want to act against that once blooming nature is on its way to become a distant memory?

WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR VOICE - SHOOT A SHORT FILM AND MAKE A CHANGE!
CATEGORIES:

FILM REQUIREMENTS
    max. 4 minutes, but 60-90 seconds preferably
    any genre (cartoon, animation, puppet film, documentary, interviews, etc.) 
    any film format, high resolution films (at least 720 px wide)
    films that can make an impact!

The winners of each of the three categories will be decided by a jury by 17 November.

Category winners: gift voucher worth 700 EUR in an acclaimed online store
One public award for the film collecting the most votes on the Green-Go website: gift voucher worth 400 EUR in an 
acclaimed online store

AWARDS

DEADLINE: 31 October 2016 CET 24:00

More information, the terms and conditions and the application form:
www.greengofest.eu

FOR ETHICAL MINING AND RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

            SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
WHY SHOULD WE CHANGE TO SMALL SCALE AND FORGET ABOUT INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE?
Almost 400 billion EUR (40% of the total EU budget) goes to agricultural support, but not in a sustainable way. Small scale 
farmers are hardly supported, while health, nature and quality food are not in focus anymore. Do you have a good example of 
sustainable farming? Do you want to show that we need a change?

Instead of the ’throw-away economy’ we need a circular economy, which better serves the people and does not destroy the 
planet. Industrial symbiosis, resource recovery, lifetime expansion or urban mining are few way, which can help to achieve the 
absolute reduction in resource use. Do you have a brilliant idea or working example about circular economy?

The majestic Iberian lynx, the playful European mink, monk seals and other 1200 species’ only stronghold is the largest 
network of protected areas in the world, the Natura 2000 network. Go out, experience Europe’s natural wonders and show it to 
the world that it is worth protecting nature!

We help you to reach with your short films hundreds of thousands of people including key European decision makers, who can 
make a lasting change for future generations! Share your messages with us!

            ROUND’N’ROUND
THE ANSWER TO OUR PLANET’S RESOURCE CHALLENGE, THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

            ACT NATURALLY
RAISE YOUR VOICE FOR EUROPEAN NATURE!

The short film contest is realised with the assistance of the European Union. The  contents of this call are the sole responsibility of CEEweb, 
and the contents of the films are the sole responsibility of the film makers and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European 
Union.

http://www.ceeweb.org/


